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SAIL Careers – Govt Jobs Near Me – Free Job For
Medical Officer
Job Location
India
Remote work from: IN; US; AU; NZ; HK; JP; KZ; MY; SG; TW; TH; UZ; VN; AT; BY;
BE; DK; FR; DE; GR; NL; RU; ES; CH; UK; GB; DZ; KW; MA; QA; SA; MX; AE; CA;
GT; DO
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Base Salary
USD. 19 - USD. 28

Qualifications
Graduate, Post Graduate
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Employment Type
Full-time

Description

SAIL Recruitment 2024

SAIL (Steel Authority of India Limited), a leading public sector enterprise in India, is
seeking a qualified Medical Officer to join our team. In this role, you will play a vital
role in ensuring the health and safety of our employees across various locations.

Why Join SAIL as a Medical Officer?

Make a positive impact: Contribute to the well-being of a large and
diverse workforce, promoting a healthy and safe work environment.
Professional development: Stay at the forefront of your field with access
to continuous learning opportunities and training programs.
Work-life balance: Enjoy a competitive benefits package and a work
schedule that allows for a healthy balance between your professional and
personal life.
Be part of a legacy: Contribute to the success of a well-established
organization that plays a vital role in the nation’s industrial development.

Job Summary

We are searching for a dedicated and experienced Medical Officer to provide
comprehensive medical care to our employees. You will be responsible for
conducting health assessments, diagnosing and treating common illnesses and
injuries, and promoting preventive healthcare initiatives. This role offers the
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opportunity to work in a dynamic environment and make a significant contribution to
the well-being of our workforce.
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Key Responsibilities:

Conduct comprehensive health assessments for employees, including
physical examinations, medical history reviews, and screenings.
Diagnose and treat a wide range of common illnesses and injuries.
Provide first-aid and emergency medical care.
Prescribe medications and treatment plans as per regulations.
Order and interpret diagnostic tests as needed.
Offer preventative healthcare education and counseling to employees,
promoting healthy lifestyles and disease prevention.
Maintain accurate and up-to-date medical records for all patients.
Collaborate with other healthcare professionals to ensure continuity of care.
Stay current with the latest medical advancements and best practices.
Contribute to the development and implementation of health and safety
programs within the organization.

Required Skills and Qualifications:

MBBS degree from a recognized university.
Valid medical license to practice in India.
At least 2-3 years of experience working in a clinical setting (experience can
be adjusted based on requirements).
Strong clinical skills in diagnosis, treatment, and preventive healthcare.
Excellent communication, interpersonal, and collaboration skills.
Ability to work independently and as part of a team.
Time management skills and the ability to prioritize tasks effectively.
Strong work ethic and commitment to providing high-quality patient care.
Proficiency in medical record keeping and documentation.
Working knowledge of relevant health and safety regulations.

Experience:

This role is open to both experienced medical professionals and fresh graduates
with a strong foundation in medicine. While experience is preferred, we are willing to
consider highly motivated and qualified freshers for this opportunity.
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Why Join SAIL?

SAIL offers a competitive compensation and benefits package, including health
insurance, paid time off, and retirement savings plans. You will also enjoy a work
environment that fosters professional growth and development. We are committed
to providing our employees with opportunities to learn and advance their careers.

Benefits and Work Environment:

Competitive salary and benefits package
Opportunity for professional development and training
Work-life balance
Supportive and collaborative work environment
Be part of a legacy organization that contributes to the nation’s growth

Application Process:

Interested candidates should submit their resume and cover letter online through
our careers portal.

Motivate to Join:

We are looking for a passionate and dedicated Medical Officer to join our team. If
you are looking for a rewarding career opportunity where you can make a real
difference, we encourage you to apply.

In Conclusion:

SAIL offers a unique opportunity for a qualified Medical Officer to join a well-
established organization and contribute to the health and well-being of a large
workforce. If you are a highly motivated and skilled medical professional who thrives
in a fast-paced environment, we encourage you to apply.
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Important Links Find the Link in Apply Now Button
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